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Abstract

Self-organised aggregation, the formation of large clusters
of independent agents, is an important process in swarm
robotics systems since it is the prerequisite for more com-
plex collective behaviours. Previous work on self-organised
aggregation focused on the study of the individual mecha-
nisms required to allow a swarm to form a single aggregate.
In this paper, we discuss an analytical model which looks at
the possibility to use the concept of informed individuals to
allow the swarm to distribute on different aggregation sites
according to proportions of individuals at each site arbitrarily
chosen by the designer. Informed individuals are opinionated
agents that selectively prefer an aggregation site and avoid to
rest on the non-preferred sites. We study environments with
two aggregation sites, and consider two different scenarios:
one in which the informed individuals are equally distributed
in numbers between the two sites; and one in which informed
individuals for one type of site are three times more numer-
ous than those on the other site. Our objective is to find out
whether and for what range of model parameters the swarm
distributes between the two sites according to the relative dis-
tribution of informed agents among the two sites. The analy-
sis of the model shows that the designer capability to exploit
informed individuals to control how the swarm aggregates
depends on the environmental conditions. For intermediate
values of the site carrying capacity, a small minority of in-
formed individuals is able to guide the dynamics as desired
by the designer. We also show that the larger the site carrying
capacity the larger the total proportion of informed individu-
als required to lead the swarm to the desired distribution of
individuals between the two sites.

Introduction
The field of swarm robotics aims at studying and designing
self-organising collective behaviours for large groups of rel-
atively simple individuals (Dorigo and Şahin, 2004). Swarm
robotics takes inspiration from nature, whereby groups of
social insects or other animals rely on proximate mech-
anisms (simple cognitive heuristics plus local interaction
rules) that allow them to exhibit complex collective patterns
which tend to be functional to achieve certain tasks (Ca-
mazine et al., 2001). Examples include collective migra-
tion, site selection, pattern formation, and task specializa-
tion. In biological systems, natural evolution shapes the in-

dividual rules of action underpinning the group collective re-
sponse. In artificial swarms, such as swarms of robots, artifi-
cial evolution can potentially be used to mimic natural evo-
lution in order to automate the design of individual mech-
anisms (see Harvey et al., 2005; Tuci and Rabérin, 2015;
Tuci et al., 2018). Alternatively, the designer can program
the behaviour of each individual robot, and evaluate the per-
formance of the collective behaviour at the group (macro-
scopic) level (Brambilla et al., 2013). However, given the
difficulties in predicting the individual actions that result in
the desired self-organising collective behaviour, the designer
is required to program and evaluate multiple individual con-
trollers before finding the one that underpins the desired
group level response. Thus, this approach can be time con-
suming and largely dependent on the designer’s intuitions
on what is required to move from the individual to the group
level desired behaviour.

A relatively recent idea to increase the degree of control-
lability of artificial swarms consists in introducing a small
proportion of informed individuals which can be used to bias
the collective behaviours in the direction specified by the
designer (Ferrante, 2013). Informed individuals are opin-
ionated agents that tend to bias any decision making process
toward their preferred option. The effect of informed in-
dividuals on the groups dynamics have been originally dis-
cussed in biological models of collective motion, where a
minority of individuals determined to move in a given direc-
tion induces the rest of the swarm to opt for their direction of
motion (Couzin et al., 2005; Stroeymeyt et al., 2011; Krause
and Ruxton, 2011). Informed individuals have been sub-
sequently exploited in artificial swarms mainly as a means
to control the system during collective motion (Çelikkanat
and Şahin, 2010; Ferrante et al., 2012, 2014). We study the
effects of informed individuals in a larger spectrum of self-
organised collective behaviour. In particular, in this paper
we further explore the effects of informed individuals in the
context of self-organised aggregation (Firat et al., 2018).

Generally speaking, in aggregation tasks, individuals have
to aggregate on a common location in the environment (Gar-
nier et al., 2005, 2008; Bayindir and Şahin, 2009; Correll
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and Martinoli, 2011; Gauci et al., 2014). Swarm robotics
studies have shown that robot’s controllers in which the in-
dividual probability to join and to leave an aggregation site
depends on the number of robots perceived by an individ-
ual at the site, lead to the emergence of a single aggregate at
one site among those available in the environments (Gar-
nier et al., 2009; Campo et al., 2010). In (Halloy et al.,
2007), robots controlled by similar principles influence the
aggregation dynamics of cockroaches in mixed robot-animal
groups. In particular, the robots programmed to preferen-
tially rest on the lighter (rather than on the darker) shelter,
induce cockroaches to behave similarly even if the animals
would preferentially aggregate on the darker shelter in the
absence of robots. The idea that some individuals could in-
fluence the aggregation dynamics of a group of autonomous
agents, originally discussed in (Halloy et al., 2007) in the
context of the robots-cockroaches interaction, has been re-
cently explored in (Firat et al., 2018, 2019) in the context of
swarm robotics systems. The authors in (Firat et al., 2018,
2019) have extended the analysis of the aggregation process
in a two-site scenario as illustrated in (Garnier et al., 2009;
Campo et al., 2010), to the case in which the swarm is char-
acterised by the presence of informed individuals. In (Firat
et al., 2018, 2019) the sites have distinctive features that al-
low the agents to discriminate between the two of them. In-
formed individuals are programmed to selectively avoid to
rest on one of the two sites. Non-informed individuals rest
with equal probabilities on both sites. These studies show
that with a small proportion of informed individual it is pos-
sible to selectively drive the aggregation dynamics on a de-
signer preferred aggregation site.

In this paper, we discuss the results of a mathemati-
cal model that looks at aggregation dynamics in a swarm
of agents with different proportions of informed and non-
informed individuals. Mathematical models are quite fre-
quently used in the study of collective behaviour in arti-
ficial swarms to avoid the time and computational costs
that robotics and others agent-based models undergo to ex-
plore the effects of a wide range of experimental condi-
tions (Brambilla et al., 2013). Mathematical model of self-
organised aggregation include geometric models (Bayindir
and Şahin, 2009) and Markov chains (Soysal and Şahin,
2007). To study other collective behaviours, common ap-
proaches to modelling include ordinary differential equa-
tions (Montes de Oca et al., 2011; Valentini et al.,
2015), stochastic differential equations such as rate equa-
tions (Lerman and Galstyan, 2002), chemical reaction net-
works (Valentini et al., 2015), Fokker-Planck and Langevin
equations (Hamann and Wörn, 2008), and control the-
ory (Hsieh et al., 2008), among others. Our model uses a
system of ordinary differential equations to study how in-
formed individuals can be used in the context of aggrega-
tion to distribute the agents of a swarm between two dis-
tinctive aggregation sites (one perceived by the individuals

as black and the other as white) according to two arbitrary
rules specified by the designer. There are two types of in-
formed individuals in our model: the “informed for black”
individuals which rest only on the black site, and the “in-
formed for white” individuals which rest only on the white
site. Excluding the informed individuals of any type, the
rest of the swarm is made of non-informed individuals, that
is agents that rest on both aggregation sites with equal prob-
abilities. Both informed and non-informed individuals leave
an aggregation site with a probability given by a non-linear
function of the density of individuals at the site.

Our objective is to find out whether and eventually for
which parameter range the swarm distributes between the
two sites according to the relative proportion of one type of
informed individuals with respect to the other type, by keep-
ing the total proportion of informed individuals as small as
possible. We analyse the system for different total percent-
age of informed individuals in the swarm, from 0% to 100%
informed individuals. For each percentage of informed in-
dividuals, we systematically vary the relative proportion of
informed individuals of one type with respect to the pro-
portion of individuals of the other type. In this paper, we
report the results of two representative scenarios: one in
which informed individuals are equally distributed in num-
bers between the two sites; and one in which the informed
individuals for one type of site are three times more than
the informed individuals for the other type of site. The
first scenario has been chosen to represent the designer aims
to induce the agents to aggregate in equal proportion on
both sites. The second scenario has been arbitrarily cho-
sen among those representative of the designer intention to
induce the agents to aggregate in different proportions on
each site. For each of the two scenarios illustrated in this
paper, we varies the total proportion of informed individuals
from 0% to 100% of the swarm population size. Moreover,
we analyse the systems for different values of the site car-
rying capacity, that is the total number of individuals that
can simultaneously rest on a site. We are interested in iden-
tifying the conditions whereby agents equally split on the
two aggregation sites when both types of informed individu-
als are equally represented in the swarm, and the conditions
whereby aggregation dynamics see agents aggregated 75%
on a site and 25% on the other site, when one type of in-
formed individuals is three time more represented than the
other type. The results of this study shows that there are
parameters’ values for which the distribution of individuals
between the two sites matches the relative proportion of one
type of informed individuals with respect to the other type.
In particular circumstances, the desired aggregation dynam-
ics can be observed with a small minority of informed in-
dividuals in the swarm. In other words, the analysis of the
mathematical model indicates that informed individuals are
a potentially effective means to control the aggregation dy-
namics in swarms of autonomous agents. In section Con-
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clusions, we discuss the significance of our results for the
swarm robotics community, and we explain how we intend
to use these finding in our future research works.

Methods
In this section, we describe the system of Ordinary Differ-
ential Equations (ODEs) used to investigate the effects of
different proportions of two different types of informed indi-
viduals on the aggregation dynamics in a scenario with two
sites, a black and a white site. We draw inspiration from
another ODEs system originally discussed in (Amé et al.,
2004), and subsequently extended in (Amé et al., 2006) to
model the aggregation dynamics observed in cockroaches.
The distinctive feature of both the above cited models is that
the individual probability of leaving a site is a non-linear
function of the number of individuals currently resting at
that site. Our departure point is the Amé et al. (2006)’s
model, where two aggregation sites, with same character-
istics, are symmetrical locations for aggregation for a group
of N equal type individuals. The Amé et al. (2006)’s model
is the following:

Ṅi = −Niλi + µ
(
1− Ni

S

)
Next; (1)

with

λi =
ε

1 + γ
(
Ni

S

)2 ; Next = (N −
p∑

i=1

Ni); (2)

where Ni is the number of individual resting on site i, λi
is the individual probability to leave site i, the parameter
ε = 0.01s−1, the parameter γ = 1667, S is the maxi-
mum number of individuals that a site can host (i.e. the site
carrying capacity), µ = 0.001s−1 is the rate of entering a
site, Next is the number of individuals outside the sites, and
p = 2 is the number of sites. The analysis of this model
shows that the agents form a single aggregate only when
each aggregation site can host more that the totality of the
swarm’s individuals. The model also predicts how the agents
distribute in different environments varying for the number
of aggregation sites and the diameter of each site bearing
upon the site capacity to host individuals (see Amé et al.,
2006).

We modified the system in Eq. 1 to take into account two
novel features that distinctively characterised our study: that
is, the differences between the two sites, one of which is per-
ceived by the individuals as black, and the other as white,
and the presence of two different types of informed individ-
uals. With the introduction of colour differences between
the two sites, the total number of individuals in a group N is
given by N = Nb +Nw +Next, with Nb and Nw being the
number of individuals resting on the black and on the white
site, respectively.

Defining σ = S/N , xb = Nb/N and xw = Nw/N , with
Next = N −Nb −Nw, leads us to the following system:





ẋb= −xbλb + µ
(
1− xb

σ

)
(1− xb − xw)

ẋw=−xwλw + µ
(
1− xw

σ

)
(1− xb − xw)

(3)

with

λb =
ε

1 + γ
(
xb

σ

)2 ; λw =
ε

1 + γ
(
xw

σ

)2 ; (4)

where λb and λw refer to the probability of leaving the black
and the white site, respectively. As shown in Eq. 3, the sys-
tem is independent ofN and depends only on the fraction of
individuals on the two sites.

The distinction between informed and non-informed in-
dividuals is introduced into the system with the notation iw
(informed for white) for informed individuals that do not
rest on the black site, ib (informed for black) for informed
individuals that do not rest on the white site, and ni (non-
informed) for non-informed individuals, who can potentially
rest on both sites. With this distinction in place, ρib and ρiw
are the proportion of informed individuals of type ib and iw,
respectively. xibb refers to the fraction of individuals on the
black site that are of type ib; xiww refers to the fraction of in-
dividuals on the white site that are of type iw; xnib refers to
the fraction of individuals on the black site that are of type
ni; and xniw refers to the fraction of individuals on the white
site that are of type ni. The fraction of individual on the
black site (xb) and on the white site (xw) is then written as:

{
xb=x

ni
b + xibb

xw=x
ni
w + xiww

(5)

since, by definition, informed individuals of type iw never
rest on the black site, and informed individuals of type ib
never rest on the white site.

Generalising Eq. 3 to the case with informed and non-
informed individuals gives





˙xibb = −xibb λb + µ
(
1− xb

σ

)
xibext

˙xnib = −xnib λb + µ
(
1− xb

σ

)
xniext

˙xiww =−xiww λw + µ
(
1− xw

σ

)
xiwext

˙xniw =−xniw λw + µ
(
1− xw

σ

)
xniext,

(6)

where xibext, x
iw
ext, and xini

ext are the fraction of individuals
of type ib, iw, and ini that are outside the two sites. These
fractions can be expressed in the following way




xext=1− xb − xw = 1− xnib − xibb − xniw − xiww

xibext=ρib − xibb

xiwext=ρiw − xiww

xniext=xext − xibext − xiwext

=(1− ρib − ρiw)− xnib − xniw .

(7)
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Finally, substituting Eq. 7 into Eq. 6 we obtain the follow-
ing system:





˙xibb =−xibb λb + µ
(
1− xb

σ

) (
ρib − xibb

)
˙xnib =−xnib λb + µ

(
1− xb

σ

) (
(1− ρib − ρiw)− xnib − xniw

)
˙xiww =−xiww λw + µ

(
1− xw

σ

) (
ρiw − xiww

)
˙xniw =−xniw λw + µ

(
1− xw

σ

) (
(1− ρib − ρiw)− xnib − xniw

)
.

(8)
In the particular case when all the individuals of the group

are informed (i.e. ρib + ρiw = 1), this set of equations re-
duces to

{
ẋb=−xbλb + µ

(
1− xb

σ

)
(ρib − xb)

ẋw=−xwλw + µ
(
1− xw

σ

)
(ρiw − xw) .

(9)

The set of equations illustrated in Eq. 8, is solved numeri-
cally to find equilibrium states (i.e., when ẋ = 0). Equilib-
rium states are studied with respect to the key parameters σ,
ρib and, ρiw. The results are discussed in next section.

Results
In this section, we show the results of our analysis, by dis-
cussing the equilibrium states of Eq. 8, for different sets of
values for the parameters σ, ρib , and ρiw . We remind the
reader that the parameter σ is the ratio between the site car-
rying capacity S and the swarm size N . When σ = 1 each
aggregation site can host as many individuals as the swarm
size; when σ < 1, each aggregation site can host fewer in-
dividuals than the swarm size; when σ > 1, each site can
host more individuals than the swarm size. ρib and ρiw re-
fer to the proportion of individuals of type ib (informed for
black) and iw (informed for white), respectively. We also
remind the reader that our objective is to find out the set of
parameters for which the individuals distribute between the
two sites according to the relative proportion of one type
of informed individuals with respect to the other type. We
are also particularly interested in finding what is the critical
value of ρi = ρib +ρiw (i.e. the proportion of informed indi-
viduals) above which this objective is realized, and how this
changes with respect to σ. For example, when ρib = 0.3 and
ρiw = 0.3 we expect 50% of the individuals on the white site
and 50% of the individuals on the black site, and we would
like to know how much we can decrease both ρib and ρiw
and still maintain this allocation.

When there are no informed individuals in the swarm
(ρib = 0 and ρiw = 0), our model reduces to the origi-
nal (Amé et al., 2006)’s model. As in (Amé et al., 2006),
we also find out that for σ < 1, the swarm equally distribute
between the two sites. However, when σ > 1 the individuals
are able to make a collective decision and to aggregate either
on the black or on the white site.

When the entire swarm is composed of informed individ-
uals (i.e. ρib + ρiw = 1, see also Eq. 9), the fraction of
individuals aggregated on the black site (i.e., xb) is shown in

1 - 0

0.75 - 0.25

0.5 - 0.5

0.25 - 0.75

0 - 1

Figure 1: Graph showing the steady state for xb when σ
varies from 0 to 8 for different values of the ratio ρib

ρiw
when

the swarm is made of only informed individuals (ρib+ρiw =
1). The numbers above each line indicate the fraction of
informed individuals of types ib and iw. Dashed line: ρib

ρiw
=

1. Continuous lines: ρib
ρiw

= 3 or 1/3. Dashed-dotted lines:
ρib = 0 or ρiw = 0.

Figure 1. This graph represents the steady state for xb when
σ varies from 0 to 8, and for different values of the ratio ρib

ρiw
.

In the low σ range, when each site is not big enough to
host all the corresponding informed individuals (the black
site for individuals of type ib, and the white site for individ-
uals of type iw), the individuals allocate themselves to both
sites until they reach the site carrying capacity. This trend
does not depend on the relative ratio between ρib

ρiw
, therefore

for low values of sigma informed agents are not able to influ-
ence the aggregation dynamics. When σ surpasses a critical
value that depends on ρib

ρiw
, each site becomes big enough

to host all the corresponding informed individuals. Steady-
state dynamic for different ρibρiw

are qualitatively different but
follow a similar trend. Up to a another critical value of σ,
again dependent on ρib

ρiw
, most individuals simply aggregate

on the site they prefer. This is the regime in which informed
agents have a maximal influence on the dynamics. However,
above this new critical σ, individuals are no longer able to
aggregate at all. This analysis reveals that, as it happened
for the original model discussed in (Amé et al., 2006), and
regardless of the ratio ρib

ρiw
, environmental parameters such

as the site carrying capacity strongly influences the aggre-
gation dynamics and that informed agents can guide self-
organisation only in a limited range of this parameter. For
example, when the aggregation site becomes too large, the
probability to aggregate on a site, which depends on the site
current density, tends to remain too low to trigger the ag-
gregation process. In other words, the density of individuals
on each site never reaches a critical value to induce the in-
dividuals to aggregate on a site. Thus, the individuals tend
to disperse rather than aggregate. For each site, the transi-
tion between the two regimes illustrated above is determined
by the number of informed individuals that are attracted by
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that particular colour: the higher the number of informed
individuals of each type, the higher the size of the site re-
quired to trigger the regime change. For each ratio ρib

ρiw
, there

exists a maximum size σmax corresponding to the point of
regime change. For example, when 75% of individuals are
of type ib and 25% are of type iw, in order to have all of
them aggregated on the corresponding preferred site, σ has
to be smaller than 1.6 (see Figure 1, continuous lines). When
1.6 < σ < 4.8, the white site becomes too large to trigger
aggregation for the individuals of type iw, while the indi-
viduals of type ib are enough to cope with the dimension of
their corresponding aggregation site. When σ > 4.8, even
the black site becomes too large to trigger aggregation.

(a)

(b)

Figure 2: (a) Fraction of individuals on the black and on the
white site, when ρib

ρiw
= 1 for (a) σ = 1 and (b) σ = 2.

Black continuous lines: stable solutions. Dashed grey lines:
unstable solutions.

The analysis carried out so far tell us that the most in-
teresting regime is the one in which σ is in a range (de-
pendent on ρib

ρiw
) that allows the individuals to aggregate in

their respective preferred sites. In this range, we ask our-
selves whether we can now have a hybrid swarm composed
of informed and non-informed individuals, and whether in-
formed individuals can still guide the dynamics in a similar
way as when the swarm was only composed of informed

individuals. We thus proceed by analysing the system for
σ = 1 and σ = 2 for different proportions of informed in-
dividuals in the swarm, and for two different values of the
ratio ρib

ρiw
. In all the figures that will follow, we will report

stable equilibria with continuous black lines, and unstable
equilibria with dashed grey lines.

Figure 2a (resp. Figure 2b) reports results with the ratio
ρib
ρiw

= 1 for σ = 1 (resp. σ = 2), that is for each proportion
of informed individuals in the swarm, 50% of them are of
type ib and 50% are of type iw. The graph shows that the
individuals aggregate on one site only (i.e. either the black
or the white site), until a critical value for the total propor-
tion of informed individuals ρi (about 24% of the swarm
for σ = 1 and about 50% of the swarm for σ = 2), above
which individuals are able to aggregate in equal numbers
on both sites. Therefore, informed agents are able to guide
self-organised aggregation only above a critical proportion
of informed individuals, which increases with increasing σ,
which therefore suggest that larger aggregation sites have
again a counter-intuitive negative effect on the controllabil-
ity of this self-organised behaviour.

(a)

(b)

Figure 3: (a) Fraction of individuals, when ρib
ρiw

= 3 and
σ = 1 for (a) the black site and (b) the white site. Black
continuous lines: stable solutions. Dashed grey lines: unsta-
ble solutions.
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In Figure 3, the ratio ρib
ρiw

is set to 3, that is for each pro-
portion of informed individuals in the swarm, 75% of them
are of type ib and 25% are of type iw, and σ = 1. The graphs
in Figure 3a and 3b can be globally understood as follows:
below a given threshold of about 10% of informed individu-
als of type ib, one of two things can happen: either informed
individuals of type ib and non-informed individuals aggre-
gate on the black site, and informed individuals of type iw
do not aggregate on any site; or informed individuals of type
iw and non-informed individuals aggregate on the white site,
and informed individuals of type ib do not aggregate on any
site. Under this condition, the behaviour of informed indi-
viduals that do not aggregate on their preferred site can be
explained by observing that the dimension of the site is too
large relative to their number to trigger any aggregation pro-
cess. Beyond 30% of informed individuals of type ib, 75%
of the swarm aggregates on the black site and 25% of the
swarm aggregate on the white site. This is the regime where
informed agents are able to guide self-organised dynamics.

Mathematically, when the total proportion of informed in-
dividuals in the swarm is low, the following approximations
hold:




xibb ≈ρib
xnib ≈1− ρib − ρiw
xiww ≈0
xniw ≈0

OR





xibb ≈0
xnib ≈0
xiww ≈ρiw
xniw ≈1− ρib − ρiw .

(10)
In such a case, the swarm aggregates only on one site, with
the informed individuals that prefer the other site do not join
the aggregate and they do not aggregate on their preferred
site. When the total proportion of informed individuals in
the swarm is high, the following approximations hold:





xibb ≈ρib
xnib ≈Rb − ρib
xiww ≈ρiw
xniw ≈Rw − ρiw

(11)

whereRb andRw is the ratio of informed individuals of type
ib and iw over the total number of informed individuals, re-
spectively. These results are valid only when the critical
value of σmax is not reached for the specific values of Rb
and Rw, as discussed previously.

Figure 4 reports results of an analysis similar to the one
reported in Figure 3 but with σ = 2 instead than σ = 1,
with the ratio ρib

ρiw
still set to 3. The graphs in Figure 4a

and 4b show that below a given threshold of about 20% of
informed individuals of type ib, the same behaviour is ob-
served as in Figure 3a and 3b: informed individuals of type
ib and non-informed individuals aggregate on the black site,
and informed individuals of type iw do not aggregate on any
site; or informed individuals of type iw and non-informed
individuals aggregate on the white site, and informed indi-
viduals of type ib do not aggregate on any site. Beyond 20%

(a)

(b)

Figure 4: (a) Fraction of individuals, when ρib
ρiw

= 3 and
σ = 2 for (a) the black site and (b) the white site. Black
continuous lines: stable solutions. Dashed grey lines: unsta-
ble solutions.

of informed individuals of type ib, 75% of the swarm aggre-
gates on the black site but no individuals aggregate on the
white site, since the dimension of the site is too large to trig-
ger any aggregation process. In other words, with σ = 2,
informed agents are never able to guide the aggregation dy-
namics. Indeed, when ρib

ρiw
= 3, in order to induce the indi-

viduals of type iw to aggregate on their white site we need
σ < σmax ≈ 1.6.

To complete the discussion, analysis has been performed
for values of σ < 1. As shown in Figure 5, when the fraction
of informed individuals is low, the swarm behaves as pre-
dicted by (Amé et al., 2006). That is, individuals distribute
equally among the two sites. The distribution of individu-
als then changes continuously up to the desired distribution
when all the individuals are informed. Note that when the
site carrying capacity is not large enough to contain the cor-
responding informed individuals, the amount of individuals
on the site is limited by this capacity and therefore never
reaches the desired fraction of individuals.
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(a)

(b)

Figure 5: (a) Fraction of individuals, when ρib
ρiw

= 3 and
σ = 0.9 for (a) the black site and (b) the white site. Black
continuous lines: stable solutions.

Conclusions
In this paper, we introduced a mathematical ordinary dif-
ferential equations model that is inspired by the one pro-
posed by Amé et al. (2006). We performed an analytical
study of self-organised aggregation in presence of two dis-
tinctive aggregation sites, one black and one white. We con-
sider a swarm of agents characterised by the presence of in-
formed individuals, that is agents that are able to recognise
the colour and therefore discriminate between the two sites.
Our model considers sub-populations of informed individu-
als, distinguishing between those that prefer the white and
those that prefer the black site. Each type of informed indi-
viduals never rests on the non-preferred site. From an engi-
neering perspective, when designing self-organised systems
engaged in aggregation tasks, we would like to use informed
individuals to guide the self-organised aggregation dynam-
ics. In particular, we would like to correlate the relative pro-
portion of one type of informed individuals with respect to
the other type, with the total proportion of individuals ag-
gregated in each site.

We analysed the equilibria of the model with respect to
the site carrying capacity and to the proportion of informed

individuals that prefer the white or the black site. Results
show that, as in Amé et al. (2006), dynamics are strongly
dependent on the environmental conditions. For interme-
diate values of the site carrying capacity, the informed in-
dividuals are able to guide the dynamics. And within this
range, the critical mass of informed individuals needed to
guide the dynamics is positively correlated with the site car-
rying capacity, meaning that larger sites make the collective
dynamics more difficult to be guided by informed individ-
uals. Finally, to perform a non-even allocation among the
two sites, the range of the carrying capacity parameter that
allows informed individuals to guide these dynamics is even
more narrow compared to the case of even allocation.

This paper has based its analysis on a seminal and impor-
tant model of self-organised aggregation which was derived
after experiments performed with real cockroaches (see
Amé et al., 2006). However, experimental results we per-
formed in (Firat et al., 2019) have already given us in-
sight that, by having more control on the microscopic self-
organised model of aggregation, it is possible to have in-
formed individuals guiding the dynamics in a wider range
of environmental conditions. In future work, we would like
to focus our efforts in two directions. First, we would like
to propose a macroscopic ODE model that more closely
capture the microscopic design method discussed in (Fi-
rat et al., 2019) rather than the behaviour of natural cock-
roaches. Both in (see Amé et al., 2006) and in (Firat et al.,
2019), the individual prpobability of leaving a site is a non-
linear function of the density of individuals at a site. How-
ever, we believe that the specific non-linear dependency can
be tuned in a way to make dynamics less dependent on envi-
ronmental conditions when informed individuals are intro-
duced. Secondly, the almost totality of self-organised mod-
els of aggregation in swarm of agents are engineered in or-
der to amplify the effect of positive feedback, which is the
prime mechanism responsible for aggregation. This is be-
cause the focus of all these studies is in achieving a single
aggregate. Our approach to the problem differs from previ-
ous research works since we aim to use informed individu-
als to distribute the swarm on two or more aggregation sites
(rather than concentrate it on a single site) according to the
relative proportions of different types of informed individ-
uals present in the swarm. Building upon the encouraging
results of this macroscopic model, we are currently working
at a new microscopic model that is able to regulate the ef-
fect of positive feedback in a way that is different between
informed and non-informed individuals. This work aims to
design individual controllers for swarm of robots that allow
the designer to chose between inducing the swarm to aggre-
gation on one site, and allocation of individuals to differ-
ent sites in proportion to the relative frequency of informed
robots present in the swarm.
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